Services for Microsoft
Office 365®
Improve user experience and productivity while reducing data
center foodprint with seamless transformation, management
and support services

Demands on organizations to lower costs
and increase agility all while staying up with
the latest productivity application versions
are driving the move to Office 365. The move
to Office 365 further allows an enterprise
to focus on their core mission and adopt an
efficient common productivity suite.
While the move to Office 365 can seem
straightforward, in reality, it’s not. For
example, Microsoft is free to change
network configurations when they desire,
which can wreak havoc. SharePoint Online
transformation issues can cause many
unforeseen setbacks for an organization.
Many organizations start the transformation
and hit major issues without a clean
resolution to achieve their objective.
End-to-end support of 0365 migrations
Perspecta’s services for O365 provide
advisory, planning, design, migration,
delivery and daily operational support of
O365 workloads. In addition, our financial
and governance services help reduce
uncontrolled consumption.
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Our managed services scale up and
down to continually meet your changing
business needs, ensuring that your IT costs
and services will always align to business
demand.
We help you realize the full financial and
operational benefits of O365 through end-toend services. These include advisory services
to identify the best end state for your mission
whether on-premise, hybrid or public cloud
along with a transformation plan. Additionally,
our migration services for O365 reduce
transformation risk and include hybrid or
full deployment for a seamless end-user
experience during migrations. To make the
switch even easier, we offer component pilot
migrations to establish a velocity baseline.
Perspecta is uniquely positioned to
support O365. Our seasoned expert
advisors, specialized tools and services
for risk mitigation, security and regulatory
compliance can help you achieve savings
while reducing enterprise risk.
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Benefits

How it works

A leading Microsoft partner

• Remove the hidden and unforeseen
complexities migrating to and managing
O365

No matter where you are on your O365
lifecycle, Perspecta can address your needs.

• Simplify support with a single point of
contact for incident, change and problem
management

Advisory services

Perspecta’s managed services for O365
are built on our 30-year global strategic
partnership with Microsoft. We support
Microsoft’s mission to empower every person
and organization on the planet to do more
and achieve more.

• Drive a seamless end-user experience
during migrations
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• 1,600 Microsoft certifications, 2,000 Lean
Six Sigma certifications and more than 325
trained and certified LSS professionals
• Microsoft Azure preferred partner,
Microsoft Gold Certified Partner, cloud
solution provider (CSP) and managed
services provider (MSP)
• Global Microsoft licensing solution
provider
• Microsoft O365 and Enterprise Mobility
and Security (EMS) partner

Our advisory services provide a broad to
focused approach depending on your drivers,
and you can source from any or multiple
stages. The stages begin with aligning O365
to your mission, business and vision. The next
stage provides discovery and ROI justification
followed by the readiness assessment
stage. The last stage plans the deployment
and transformation again as specific to the
application such as Exchange, Sharepoint,
OneDrive, etc. or multiple applications as
necessary.

We help our customers unlock the value of
their IT investments and take full advantage
of the digital economy. Our team of 14,000,
of which more than 46 percent is cleared,
is ready to advise you on bringing cost
transparency, governance and operational
excellence to O365.
Learn more at perspecta.com

Transformation services
Our transformation services provide a sixphased approach starting with initiating
transformation project governance, discover
and assess current environment, design
and develop a step-by-step plan. Next, we
implement the O365 transformation plan,
perform pre-production pilots and finish with
migrating users to O365.
Managed services
Perspecta’s managed services consist of
change management, crisis management,
incident management, security and auditing,
reporting and problem management. We
manage rapid capability releases with regular
Microsoft roadmap reviews, testing, feature
education, and customer communication and
preparation.
The Perspecta difference
Perspecta’s proven transformation
methodology provides guidance for main
workloads and the supporting ecosystem,
including authentication, network, devices
and applications. You can leverage our vast
experience to accelerate deployment.
With more than 25 years of experience
managing complex environments, Perspecta
offers comprehensive support—from O365 to
legacy on-premise environments. We provide
an integrated delivery model across cloud
and on-premise workloads.
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